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5-8 Crown Works Bethnal Green, E2 6QQ
Location:
In the epicentre of various startups and creative companies, Crown Works is
perpendicular to the busy Hackney Road which leads straight up to Shoreditch and
Old Street. The area is decorated with a host of cafes, restaurants and bars. The
area is served by excellent public transport links with Bethnal Green and Cambridge
Heath tube stations both within a five-minute walk.

Premises:
Workstations:
Area sq ft:
Rent:
Contact:

Office Space
1 - 100
From 70 – 2,500 sqft
Please call for pricing
James Hennessy
020 3289 8001
0773 887 7944
james@domainofficesearch.com

Description:
Crown Works comprises of multiple industrial-style self contained creative studio /
office spaces set in the East of London in a private gated Victorian Mews. The Crown
Works Yard houses clients such as architects, web designers, artists and bespoke
furniture makers. It has been refurbished to an exacting standard whilst restoring the
original character features such as the original wooden beams and exposed
brickwork, along with industrial lighting.
Features Include:

Creative studios and offices

Self-contained units

Fully restored and renovated

24/7 access

Creative vibe

All-in pricing

Showers

Gated private mews
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